Hello Pierre,

Welcome to the DPRK issue's, and thanks for your contribution.

- Good suggestion to meet with Jacques when back in Europe. I am sure William feels the same.

- No extension: As agreed this week. Everybody happy.

Did not see the blankets issue as an extension, as it is possible within the existing proposal/program and budget. Is also in our existing set of activities, as it is complementary to the feeding program. It strengthens it (in my distant view)

- Explo to North is of the agenda, William can explain why. But even if it takes place: I do not agree with the fact that if we do an explo, automatically we do a program.

- Communications:
  We all agreed in Brussels that it is about time to take a position towards this "famine". Also to protect ourselves against accusations of exploitation of the issue for institutional reasons. The comm dep.s are working on a strategy. I hope. Can you confirm this William?

- Your remark is agreed with, but not relevant as we postpone the "objectives discussion" till a later date.

- Pim de Graaf is visiting DPRK somewhere in December. Still one visum to go. In principal for France. Suggestion is to have a Health technical advisor go. F.e. the international agreed Nutritional focal point. What is your suggestion.

Regards, Wouter.